Thijs van Leer Interview - 8/Nov/2002
                                                   (English version)

Interview conducted atop the Majestic Hotel, São Paulo, Brazil just a 
few hours prior to the Focus concert at the DirecTv  Music Hall. 

Rodrigo Mantovani : What did you think Brazil would be like,and what are 
your impressions so far ?

Thijs van Leer : I had great expectations coming to Brazil, mainly in regards to 
Brazilian music which is so well know throughout the world. I am very enthusiastic 
being here for the first time. The warmth of the people, friends we have made, the 
musicians we have met ... truth is, everything has surpassed my expectations ! I 
would never have imagined the hospitality towards myself and the band. For me, 
the fantastic response to our shows, as I said, surpassed my expectations and I                   
became passionate - the 'Brazilian Love Story' (Thijs cites George Duke's music).

RM : What has Focus meant to in your life ?

TvL : Focus has had it's highs and lows. The main point of our music is to help 
people relax and forget their problems, a kind of oasis in a desert. To resolve or 
keep their worries in 'focus'. Focus was a catalyst inspired foremostly by J.S. Bach. 
The music of Bach rescued me at times - helping me to resolve my real problems. 
Clearly that is classic music. I always carry the classics to uplift me. I very much 
relish the  name 'Focus'. Within me, it is the warmth, the fireplace of the house.

RM : How did the Introspection project come about ?

TVL : It was the idea of my great friend Ruud Jacobs (father of the present-day 
Focus bass guitarist Bobby), whom I have known since the age of 18. We studied 
at the 'Grammar School' where I learned English, French, German, Latin and 
Ancient Greek. This school held competitions to promote classical music, theatre, 
sculpture, painting, jazz, etc. I was awarded 4 prizes : one for classical music 
interpretation, one for jazz (with the song 'Stella By Starlight' ), one for acting with a 
drama group and one as a composer for piano solo. The brothers, Ruud and Pim 
were judges, so this was a great honor for me. Ruud is a wonderful bass player - in 
the style of Miles Davis and Sonny Rolands. These competitions were a great party. 
Then we thought about going to America and get the feel of it. The director of CBS,                            
John Vile, invited me to arrange a piece called 'Pavane' by Gabriel Fauré. It was my 
first time in London when I asked the other band members if I could make use of 
any free time on my arrangements. I would only participate in solo shows when there                            
was free time from the band. I did not 'go with' the Introspection project, however the 




albums started to sell very well. During one week, when there was a train strike in 
Holland, the radio stations only played Thijs van Leer. Also, I was invited on the TV
show 'Le Grand Gala Du Disque' . It was a program for live music and I felt both 
types of music.

RM : Do you intent to keep going with Focus or is this a temporary project ?

TvL :  No, I will go and fire them  tomorrow ! (joking). We are in a very emotive phase, 
I feel myself thankful to be with such competent musicians. Jan Dumèe is capable of 
feeling the complex of music. He loves Brazilian music and has a solo progect called 
'O Septeto' which features some Brazilian musicians. Bobby is my stepson, I love him,                    
he is an excellent bassist. Bert Smaak has an incredible ear for symphonic structures 
and is a master of the drums. I can't forget Willem Hubers, our producer, a fantastic 
person, and our roadie is Jan's brother. Willem was with the Americans during the war, 
in Holland. He has great intuition and a versatile mind and he can combine things, for 
example, our future projects.

RM : Do you intent to visit Brazil more often ?

TvL : YEAH ! Who knows, we may record 'Focus 9' here !

RM : Would you contemplate a solo presentation with a Brazilian orchestra, with 
the feel of Introspection ? We can perhaps fix this with the Municipal Symphonic 
Orchestra of Saints (suggestion, Valdir Montanari).

TvL : I would adore that, immediately I would say "yes".

RM : What is the reaction of old Focus fans to this new line-up ? And why wasn't 
the new CD launched by the Red Bullet label ?

TvL : I have received many compliments by e-mail, and also some negative letters, 
maybe 3 or 4 stating Thijs van Leer is mad, it's not the group's name as we do not 
have Jan Akkerman. Mr van Kooten of the Red Bullet label, bought all the rights of 
Focus work from EMI and in truth, never did consider us prior to launching the new 
CD. A very different attitude from when EMI launched the CDs of Focus, also 
inviting our former producer Mike Vernon to participate on the re-mixing.

RM :  Was your participation in the Uriah Heep shows of 2001 inspire this return 
to Focus. How were the shows ?

TvL : No - I was invited for this show and I am very thankful to Uriah Heep for giving 
me this chance to touch base again in England. I also must thank Louis Rentrop who 




made the contact. It was a great success, I relished playing with Uriah Heep - we 
have a great friendship. In truth, I came back to rock with the band Blues Summit, 
invited by Bobby. This band had also played with Mike del Ferro, Toot Thieleman 
and had already performed in some Arab countries, Lebanon, U.A.E., as well as 
Malaysia, South Korea, South Africa, Belgium and Holland. We cover the 'standards' 
of jazz such as "Stella By Starlight"  as well as alot of Miles Davis.

RM : What will be your next solo project ?

TvL : Oh, it will be an 'Introspection' , but with Brazilian rhythm and very 'sexy'.

